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PREFACE TO THE INTELLECTUAL COMPASi
In the present revolutionary and

aw in! crisis of tin' moral world, the

fable of Hercules and the i

should be strongly impressed upon

tin" recollection ami attention of

mankind, in which Jupiter, when

Young calls it the solar Ugkt of
. which fructifies with its heat

<>t '^.-iiius : and the lumir light of
science) which shines in borrowed

effulgence, withoutfractif) ing
'

\l i:i\ ofthe French authors take

called upon fur his. aid to extricate notice of the inwar important dis-

inan from misery, declared that he (motion of the be!
< prii from bon

had given to man competent powers esprit; but none of these have

for everj purpose of his exist rested any character of the distinc*

and directed the carter it* put his tion, or anyx>fthe momentous con*

shoulders to the wind, and lift it sequences to be drawn from it.

from the rut of impediment.

Modern authors, in their pro-

ii r> ss of science beyond the ancients,

have made most momentous dis-

OOVerv of a tUl. oi whose Mature

ami consequences they seem to have

had hut a very obscure glimpse,

which is the important distinction

between sense and science. Tope

says,

Good seme, the precious, fairest gift of Uca-

Ull,

Tho* no one science, fairly woith tlic NTqpL

Sup. Vol. 1.

Reflecting upon the above <ir-

cumstances, it occurred to my
thoughts, that man hid stopped

short in the developement ofhii

tellectual powers, and resembled

ly the Sow state of the devc-

Lopement of his physical poi

as when creeping on all fours like

the brute ; and if Jupiter in the

table was now to command him to

use his understanding to extricate

himself from the pre>ent awful mo-
ral catastrophe, Ue would bv a* in-

H
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capable to use his mind, as in such

a brutal state to have used his shoul-

der.

Sense appears to me to be the

complete developement ofthe organ

ofthought or internal sense, as sight

the developement of the eye, or

language the developement of the

innate faculty of speech ; and if

man was taught to think and to

reason, as well as to know and re-

member the ideas and reasoning of

others, the sense of thought would

be as competent to direct his con-

duct to right action, as all the other

senses : it would no doubt be liable

to more mistakes ; but these would

be considerably lessened in number,

if we would use it with the clue of

experience like any ofthe other sen-

ses. No man pretends to see into

things that are removed from the

boundaries of vision, or employ

any of his external senses beyond

the powers of their organs : and if

he would use his understanding

with the same precaution, though

liable to errors, it would be com-

petent to all the purposes of human
happiness, in such a degree as

would be compatible with existing

circumstances and progressive pow-

ers of perfect uability : to effect

which purpose, I have composed

the following compass ; and if the

navigator's compass was esteemed an

inestimable discovery, to open an

intercourse between the different

nations of the world, how shall we
estimate this moral compass, whose

invention appears at a moment
(when discord is threatening uni-

versal wreck to social life) to dis-

cipline the opinions, desires, and

energies of mankind ; when the

mind, having no powers but the

mere 'technical intellect of science.

is calling out for a standard of
sense, or light of reason, truth, and

nature, to save the world from a

moral chaos.

The function of the technical in-

tellect of science is to invent or re-

member the fixed qualities, and

their absolute quantities, in the phy-

sical arts or sciences ; while the high

powers of essential intellect or sense,

elaborate and calculate, in wide re-

lations, subtle discriminations and

comprehensive comparisons, the de-

licate shades and blending differ-

ences of moral ideas and their con-

clusions, in preponderant degrees

of probability, to estimate the pre-

dicament and theory of Avell-being,

in time and futurity, upon the

standard of Epicurus," viz.

To tolerate a present evil, or lesser

good, to avoid or obtain a greater

in futurity. That is, how long war

is to be borne to procure peace ?

—

how much restraint is to be tolerated

to procure civil liberty ? — how
much personal influence is to be to-

lerated to procure constitutional go-

vernment ?—and how much prac-

tical or conventional morality is to

be employed to procure a state of

virtue or happiness ?

When man shall acquire the pro-

per use and discipline of his inter-

nal sense of thought,, according to

the laws of its nature, he will no

more misapply or forget the use of

it, than he can the use of his ex-

ternal senses ; and instead of retro-

grading, after the example of the

modern Romans, Greeks, Egyp-
tians, and other ancient nations, he

will advance in a constant and irre-

trogradable progress of sense, to the

pcrfectuable good of the whole sensi-

tiveand mundane system in time and

futurity.
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Till: NATURE WD OPERATION OF Till: COMPASS.
The intellectual compan offense,

<>\ essential intellect] distinguished

from the technical intellei I of m l«

ence, to discipline flu- u ill and the

understanding according to the lawi

of sensation, Pounded on obsei i &
tion and es perience of the phj

laws of nature, as expl tined and

discovered in the ojms maximum.

TMPATI11 nil NAGNBTK MEDIUM.

Self-love influenced and ••ni'i '

!»v ,s\mpai'iv (the great principle

of harmony in (!:«• mora] world,

correspond in<; to gravitation in the

physical world), todcvclopc its. ca-

ll u iii' into in ni'isf just and

hit il n I itioni "i energj . ln\ ing i'

,i (enden< j to the pole "i i

truth, 01 ivi !• in "i hum ei hJ goodj

in time and futui itj -

The pole of moral truth ii formed

by the identification «»i telf-int<

with universal good in the organi-

zation of the desires, powers, and

interesti of tin- whole human

cici in'" one system, combinio

relation! i<> all sensitive life and

the whole <>f nature, to pro* nre

universal good to the mun

lem in lime and futcu il

INTELLECTUAL COMPASS

\',i. t. • Tnstrm Hon,
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Explanation of the Mechanism of
the Compass.

No. 1. The needle of judgment

touched or magnetized by sympa-

thy, oscillating towards the pole of

moral truth, with its temper of ra-

tional doubt ; the definite qualifies

and quantities on the fixed index of I

logy, and must in som? measure in-

fluence human action, but it can

give no rule or direction to it.

No. 5. The pivot of sincerity,

which removes the action of the

compass from all influence of the

will, and all the influence of the

moral elements, that intellect may

science ; and the indefinite, but (lis- take cognizance of a moral proposi-

tinguishable, characters and quan-

tifies of moral evidence upon the

ungraduated index of sense ; whose

conclusions or angles of approxima-

tion to the pole are to be estimated,

like the maritime longitude, by the

accuracy of the instruments and

observation, as these by the recti-

tude or accuracy of the compass of

intellect.

No. 2. The exterior index of sci-

ence, graduating the definite and

specific quantities and qualities of

things in the argumentation ol

knowledge, as fixed and absolute

in its conclusions of system.

No. 3. The interior index of

sense, with no graduations of defi-

nition, but only approximate dis-

tinctions of quality and quantity,

whose angles of incidence with the

pole of truth can be estimated only

by the accuracy of the compass and

the powers of ratiocination.

No. 4. The cardinal points of

intellectual discipline, marked by

the four classes of thought, called

ideas, sentiments, conjectures, and

phantasms : the two first carrying

in their functions all the direction

of human action, contain all the fa-

culties in their points or compart-

ments, whose operations are limited

by observation and experience.

—

Conjectures founded on rational ana-

logy, passing beyond experience,

will have an influence on thought

in proportion to the force of ana-

tion, with all the indifference at-

taching to a physical proposition.

No. 6. The traversers or equi-

poises, formed by the virtues of

thought, sympathy, fortitude, and

wisdom, to preserve the compass on

a just level and free vibrations

against external impulses of pas-

sion, prejudice, custom, and in-

stinct.

No. 7. The box or cover of the

compass of mind, formed by liberal

and philosophic conversation ;
lec-

ture of free-thinkers on the allr

important science of man and na-

ture ; and, above all, by travels or

residence in various countries of

savage, demi-civilized, and civic

nations : these causes produce a

i

temperament of sense and virtue that

I prevents the dust and influence of

social intercourse befouling the me-

chanism of the compass, and se-

cures if from the dogmatic habitudes

of science, or the prejudices of lo-

cal custom, law, and instinct.

Instructions for the Use of the

Compass.

1stRule.—To study the opusmax-

imum, and all works of philosophy

that can make us acquainted with

the laws of sensation and the intel-

ligible constitution of man and na-

ture, framed on observation and ex-

perience, or conducted beyond it

by rational and conceivable ana-?

logy, to excite human energy to,

develope itself into perfectuability.
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SW ft?'/V.—To d the ca«

pacitiet di w ise self-love in

relations of locality ,
;

instinct, in (In- universal relation <>i

manhood •. and '<» unite t!
|

iml inters sfs, <>i fin- whole

l -, into <»n'' great

pit il . :n which

the individual would acquire on in-

finite increase of energy, like glo-

bules in ;» torrent, one of r

would nin stop ;i feat In r
. while

iverl the

mountain froi i 11 and tints

(lie systematized energies of the

u hole species woi I ! op< i ate to pro-

duce iin. "ntl, and annihi-

late universal ei il.

3d Rule,—To observe the im-

mense difference :"i«l distant

tween the pole of abstract truth, or

perfe< tuablc goo I, and the p
of practical good, determined by

the predicament of existing r [ r .

curastances, and the •

cuius of interraodified <_
r, '"d and

evil, conducting of iroprov-

i according t lieral

tin, revol in I
• iouble

center of a practical axis and theo-

retic i ertex, m di ial institu-

tions the means of intellectual im-

provement*

\th Rule.—To acquire that rare

temperament of doubt in the •

or faculty ofjudgment which forms

the eucrasis of intelle* t, and distin-

guishes the character of

< atial intellect from the technical

intellect ofscience, u -.lntic

habitudes (!> -

sible to tin" i : moral

evidence. I >'m11 illustrate the

character of im;

in^ \hc sj),'
v ilati the Edin-

burgh reviev ig men of the

|

I call, tei bnh bJ intellect, 'i

lay tl

Iter : th<

mid form no din I

ill* n of man. Th
'finite i

ilutc defin

tainable in v.

lence of i!iiii: r >
: b .t disti

both theft

quires, in. Mr.

<•!(, the author o!
,

a man of great natural talent, forms

another ii le <! thi

differ* nee bet n en the

t f science I .1

intellci t of sense : he o • rvea, t fiat

do six mi i
>• Q| on a defint-

To
i I re] v uraot

form an efficient and useful di

:'

definition, as a rule of conduct or

|
op;-. . :i-t be six I

;
;

that should bed

titutional order.

Rule.— i well the

great difference between the de

strations of physical sciem .

by other men's minds, and (
I

by the single faculty of memory
inioourov.il, and the nice and du-

bious shades «»: moral distinctions,

and their

< :lusion, * !;i. h most all be per

ed by the mind itself, mid measured

by no other standard than the accu-

intellectual

I must again cite the supreme jud-

i hnic .1 intellect, tin* i

ii reviewers, who say, in ihc'.r

, Leckie'a £
; land has tyranny in its govern-

all others, and that

is no other difference than tl

gree, which seems to them but a
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consideration. Let me ask these

doctors of science what makes a

man tall ? the degree—what makes

a man good ? the degree—what

makes a nation or government good

or bad ? the degree,—and such is

the ratiocination of sense or com-

paring reason opposed to the argu-

mentation of science. This exam-

ple of the errors of technical intel-

lect will sufficiently explain the

distinct characters of sense and sci-

ence : the latter applied to the tri-

vial arts of the conveniences and

luxuries of life, while sense can

alone dcvelope the energies of man-

hood in the moral science, into its

true category of existence, as an

instrumental member or part, to

procure the good of its integral ma-

chine of nature in the mundane sys-

tem (the locality of its competent

power) in time and futurity.

Science has all its terms and quan-

tities, specific and definite, and

their conclusions fixed and abso-

lute. Sense requires only distinc-

tion ofterms, without definition, and

probable degrees, not fixed and po-

sitive quantities in its conclusions.

Science conducts its process in ar-

gumentation, which takes its pre-

mises for granted. Sense forms its

process with ratiocination, taking

nothing for granted, but analyzing

things into their elements.

6th Ride.—Toobserve in the four

classes of thought, as the cardinal

points of the compass, that the laws

of nature have made self-love and

sympathy in ideas and sentiments

ofobservation and experience, com-

petent to all the direction of human
conduct, through moral evidence

in the sensations of good and evil.

Yet the constitution of nature exhi-

bits a strong physical fact in the

science of animal chemistry, which

is, the constant transmutation of

matter from one mode or person

into all surrounding modes or per-

sons, to retribute, in a multiplicate

ratio, the agency of good or evil,

ina diffused and multiplied state of

patuncy, which fact aids the moral

science, and must excite man to ad-

vance towards perfect liability,which

developes self-interest into its incal-

culable relations of matter through-

out the whole sensitive system in

time and futurity.

7th Rule.—To take impressive

notice, that though the class of

thought, called conjectures, can be

of no use to guide or direct the

mode of human conduct, yet that

they carry in them an irresistible in-

fluence on the imagination to ad-

vance in perfect liability, when their

analogies are conducted with any

degree of conceivability and rea-

son. E. g. If it is a fact of expe-

rience that the indestructible atoms

of a human body transmute every

moment into innumerable bodies in

its vicinity or neighbourhood, it is

a clear analogical conjecture, that

the} r transmute into a nation, and

also into every nation over the

whole surface of the globe, which

unites the interests of all sensitive

life, and thus excites to the deve-

Iopement of manhood into its ener-

gies of universal good. Conjec-

ture also may form the analogy of

universal transmutation into all the

planets and systems ofnature in the

laws of chemical affinity ; and thus

man is elevated, in thought, into a

consolatory co-existence, and unity

of interest, essence, and power,

with all nature, according to Pope.

We must observe, however, that

as the circle of this compartment or
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< ardinal point !ii no marked de-

gree!) ami Hie needle of judgment

no operation, but in the compart-

ment of ideas and sentiments, the

influence of conjecture! hai e n<>

standard bul anali

S/A Rule. To consider (lir class

of phantasms operated on by the

faculty of fancy, ai useful only in

(he sportive recreations <>i fable and

poetry, as a source "I intellectual

pleasure. The) may be sometimes

useful auxiliaries to instruction, or

become the clue <>i sociul order in

religious mj stcries, to Buppoi i, as

with leading-strings, tin- infantile

neason of improvable manhood.
{Mh little.— For the conducl of

the virtues. To exercise though!

in forming the greatest number of

ideas, of the greatest importance in

the moral science, in oar own

minds ( instead ofremembering those

of oilier mind! in the physical sci-

ence^), which produces mental sen-

sibility, the main-spring of moral

energy. To exercise sympathy bo

a.s to receive the most intimate and

impressive notice of the pains and

pleasure! of sensitive life, without

their causing too much pain or re-

gret iii our own minds. To exercise

the virtue of sincerity, so as to cre-

ate the most ardent love of truth,

that may prevent the will from all

influence upon ratiocination, and

that we may take cognizance of

moral propositions with all the in-

difference of physical truths. To
exercise fortitude, so as to enable

us to triumph over custom, and in-

stinct, ami prejudice, and to sur-

render life, when death holds out

more advantage to individual and

universal good. To exercise wis-

dom iu th« discipline of the a> ill

and (he
| IS to

unite .nid idcot it \ i he predicament

and theory of - ilf-intcrest i

i n I it ions of unh
lime and IiiIumI v .

It)/// A\ For the ( andnct <»f

thought in discipline, as exhib

l)\ the comp i -

.

Ideas t<» be formed from existing

or post facts, exhibited to the i x

-

pcrience of bui oa n sensati

Sentiments to he formed by
|

jecting sin h ideas inlo their cxpe-

riroental improvability.

Conjectures to he formed by con-

Oeivable and rational ana!

produce a beneficent influence on

thought, but no guidance Cot can*

duct.

Phantasms to be regarded as ab-

surd actions of thought, without

any relations to thing! j
;i> nn re in-

tellectual amUS •meiil, and some-

times commend. d>le deception, w here

any utility is proposed.

Il//i little.— For the conduct of

the faculties.

The faculiy of sensation t<> h •

screwed up by the exercise of

thought, like a musical (hold, to

ils highest degree of tensity, to

produce the exquisite tact of -

distinguished from the technical me-

mory ofscience.

The faculty of perception to de-

rive all its acumen of discernment

of the nice distinctions ami dubious

probabilities of the moral science,

from its degree! of mental sensi-

bility.

The faculty of conception, when

used as a directory to human con-

duct, it must have its powers bound-

ed by fii't and experience, or

and sentiments ; and win"

excite a useful or consolatorv inilu-
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cvicc. in thought, it must be con-

ducted by close and conceivable

analogy, as the habitation of the
|

planets, the dissolution ofthe globe,
|

and the transmutation of matter into
j

exfraraandane systems.

The faculty of memory has two

departments or functions ; the one

to record ideas of our own, or other

minds, and which belongs to tech-

nical intellect ; and the function of

recollecting or restoring, simulta-

neously, the fleeting combinations

ofthought, in reasoning a question,

or deliberating upon conduct : this

belongs to essential intellect, unci

appears to be (he faculty which con-

stitutes the high character of intel-

lect, called sense, as distinguished

from that of science ; and the ex-

cellence of mental power seems to

be determined by the greatest quan-

tity of important ideas that the

mind can seize upon and contem-

plate in one instantaneous view, like

the portrait-painter, who strikes the

best likeness of a subject in propor-

tion to the quantity of features he

can carry together in his imagina-

tion.

The faculty of reflection is to be

disciplined by remodifyingtheope- I

rations of the sense of thought in

its organ, the brain, into the whole
j

circle of relations in the moral sci-
j

ence of man and nature, contra:

with physical science, which moves
j

on the single radii of one system,

and forms the function of technical

!

intellect.

The faculty of imagination to be

employ edasan indegator ofnature's

powers, to develope the capacities

of things into their energies, as a

sculptor is said to invent a statue

from a igcp, which existed in ca-

pacity, and was only detected or

discovered in its energies.

The faculty of reason. The ra-

tiocination of essential intellect, or

sense, is to be distinguished from

the argumentation of science : the

latter is employed to draw positive

conclusion from positive premises.

Reason, or ratiocination of sense,

takes nothing for granted but what

can be proved, and calculates every

thing in dubious distinctions and

probabilities, upon the double scale

of practice and theory, to estimate

the predicamental action combined

with perfectuable theory.

The faculty of belief. This fa-

culty is of no use in the intellectual

compass, in the cognizance of doc-

trines or science, but only as a guide

to desultory action.

—

E. g. If I am
told there are robbers upon the road,

I may believe the testimony, and

decline my journey ; but if the

same testimony should propose to

my mind, through authority, the

utility of robbery, or its contrary,

honesty, 1 must ratiocinate these

subjects with the evidence of my
own sensations ; and the testimony

of another man's sensations are in-

applicable to doctrines or science.

This intellectual compass is de-

void and presented to the whole

human species, in its remote nations

and generations, as the most bene-

ficent and most energetic discovery

of the human mind, by John Stew-

art, the universal traveller, as the

great object of all his researches

and the only true means of deve-

loping human energy, and to give

the mind an i net rogradable progress

in sense, which science has never

been able to effect.
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Dmtin< no i w bich foi m the two

different character! of the essen-

tial power of intellect called

Sense, :iikI the mere technical

intellect called S< 1

1

. i

is that action <>t' mind w hich takei

cognizance of the moral relutions of

man to all sensith e life, orthe h hole

of intelligible nature, in ordei to

procure thedevelopcmcnf of his sen-

sations into iIk' best state or system

of well-being in lime and futui ii \

.

M II'.' I

is that operation of intellect which

takes cognizance of all the physical

relation of things thai constitute the

mis and sciences, or the universal

knowledge of the physical Bystems

ofnature in (heir laws or harmonies,

condncive to the conveniences,

luxuries, and pleasures, and applied

by sense lo the knowledge of self

nnd nature.

BBNSI

requires only distinctions of charac-

ter in its ideas or notions, and not

definition.

I'or example, when I speak of a

good or a bad man, the idea of

sense is only relative or comparative

with those qualities in other men
;

and when sense compares

in its ratiocination, vi/. that Peter

is a better man than John, or that

England is a better country than

France, its conclusions are only an

estimate of preponderant degrees of

probability, and not absolute, like

the axioms of science.

BC 1

1

demands positive definition, nnd

more distinction would be of DO

avail in its process.

For example, when science treats

of number, quantity, or quality ot

any kind, as a circle, an angle, a

Sup. Vol. J.

power, i series, they are all iden-

tical and positive ideas, independent

of any comparison ;
win n

11 of

qualities and quanl I

:

.

'

is the half of four,

the quarter ot

ofan ounce the si uteentb part ol

power ofa pound : tfa 'I ab-

solute, specific] ! in their

terms and conclusions.

i ratioei:

that i>. takei n ithing forgranted, but

analyzes moral character! and ;el t
-

tions into the most remote and

ceivable elements i
I liability.

For example, when sense ratioci-

n ites the conduct of J >hn, and finds

it belter than that of Peter, it must

go far bej ond the \ ulgar idea ofmo-
rality on a local standard, or to the

ultimate standard of virtue in the

category of natural man, livin

B unity of interest and en

the whole species to procure the

greatest sum of self-interest, identi-

fied w ith univ

-

having all its eleme

has only h) a;

premises

F " • ben the

: in the

density and disk nee, become the

fixed principle "r first I rom

whence the whole series ot' to;

inductions

a, to form an absolute conclu-

sion of system.

SEN

Theratiociru requires

for it- process tjm exqui

mental sensibility,
generated

•

i' i
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moral science, which gives dial nice

tut ofdiscernment to.form the vari-

ous and delicate distinctions which

characterize ideas, and (ho ampli-

tude of propositions or comparisons,

which complete the evidence of a

subject. The great exercise of

thought in the moral science, pro-

cures a strong recollcctive power in

meditative memory, to present in

deliberation, and keep in one view,

all the fleeting relations that consti-

tute an idea, and all the ideas that

constitute a question
; which, like

the camelion's colour, is formed by

the general attitude of surrounding

objects, as this of the same aspect

of relations, one of which being

changed or MX out, the whole pro-

cess of ratiocination would be de-

ranged ; and the approximation of

thought to the probability of con-

clusion, bears an exact ratio to the

strength of meditative memory, the

only standard of the excellence of

the understanding, which is the ca-

pacity of mind to form and hold to-

gether in one simultaneous contem-

plation or comparison the greatest

number of ideas that constitute the

consummate evidence of a question,

and by comparing them in their

complicate intermedin"cations and

wide comparisons, of good pro-

ducing evil and evil producing good,

to determine that happy mean which

solves the golden problem of Epi-

curus :

To tolerate a present evil or lesser

good,

To avoid or obtain a greater in

futurity.

The standard of truth and action

in the moral science of policy, mo-
rality, and the philosophy of human

ct liability or universal good.

To solve, iliib important problem

according to the Epicurean stand-

ard, the ratiocination of sense must

take a wide range of comparison :

and when self is lamenting the loss

of some luxurious convenience,

we should compare our state with

that of thousands who arc wanting

all the necessaries of life ; and when
our country sutlers from the in-

evitable corruptions of human po-

licy, we should compare its de-

fective excellence with the deplor-

able despotism and loss of civil

order in all surrounding countries,

not to arrest the temperate correc-

tion of abuses, but to guard against

fanatical innovations and disastrous

revolutions.

This defective comparison ofsense

has betrayed the universal imbeci-

lity of science, which has supposed

the triumph of France to be owing

to the corruption of governments,

while it was caused by an impudent

and stale trick of feigned assault, ex-

posed by Caesar, by Machiavel, by

Marshal Saxe, and recently, beyond

all possibility of doubt, by British

bayonets in a long series of easy and

bloodless victories, where the want

of embodiment, and selfish levity of

French soldiers, never opposed the

resistance of a moment to British ma-

nual conflict cemented by sympathy.

Notwithstanding this historical

evidence of the trick of French

feigned assault, and the constant

detection of it by British real as-

sault, the besotted, technical, or

scientific intellect of Europe does

not see it, and attributes the tri-

umph of France and its horrid des-

potism, to the bad governments of

all other countries, where time and

usage have attempered arbitrary

power to the practical and improv-

able happiness of ignorant and super-
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stitious people, whose condition can ibarisra wn the irorld.

be improved onlj in slow and im* Thus the mind of man, wh<

perceptible degrees, by iln- disco*

veries and influenceofreason, truth,

ami nature) originating from the

freedom «>i (In' press in those coun-

tries of constitutional government

where the will can be restrained

witliou! arresting the energies of the

understanding.

If corruption %v ;is the cause ol

subjection, how is it possible thai

the most corrupt and odious mili-

tary oppression of France should

triumph over (he mild governments

of all other nations ? No: the true

cause is terror, unrestrained by any

law or principle, which drives for-

ward their conscript children to a

gasconading assault, which throws

disciplined Germans into confusion

and panic, by boys that an Austrian

grenadier would cany a do/en of

upon his back, 20,000 of whom
were defeated and dispersed by three

troops of British cavalry on the

plains of Landrecy ; and this trick

of assault, which Bonaparte calls his

secret of victory, has reduced the

moral world to the same stale <>f

oontingenc) that the physical world

would he subject to, if shallows

could assume the powers of sub-

stances; and proves to demonstra-

tion, thai the human mind is totally

ignorant oi the laws of intellectual

power in the discipline of e

uid pui pc |

' in iu the

moral world, lor want of (he

plilie ol sense, | . as

much exp ed to the contingency

oi' the physical eleo

India
i
lantation to a hurri

the (<
|

( inn i to I 1

Th' ntution of m ienct

quires for its process nol

operation <»> reminiscent, oi

ing memory ; no ezqtl

discernment is nei

its ideas and propositions M
. p dp ible, an 1 Qxed,

may be reason* d or com

Ssive i,n; iction, v> ithout any

elloi i of meditative memorj

in oneattitude or aspect, like

the fleeting relations and » u

moral science.

The various fa<

into no operal ion : for it
-

bet the demonstration of au\

blem, we ha\. »ion toju

to reflect, or to reason : ami ;

fore a man may possess all th

anil -

city of i • of which Sir I

Newton is a lament;;'

according :<> Voltaire, who

him, that >led the em
1 for his gl

; in science, by the total absence <>l

, e.

which makes the happiness of the II Too much •

whole human species, through rail-

lions of generations, as liable tothe mory, and leav< i ao album lor the

contingency oi the physical ele-

ments as the product oi the earth :

and if a drought, a mill-dew, a

blight, or acorn-fly, should destroy,

tor one season, the harvest of Great

Britain, the triumph of France

would be certain, and universa

v of r ive memorj

deliberation ; and bj

the faculties of judgment and

gination to ;ross, aarrow,

conception-, con; Ctfl ofa ands

the line tact of discernment requi-

'

site for Bense, in its

I 2
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new, and multiplied comparisons,

in llic moral science of man and

nature.

sr.NSE

lias another most important and pe-

culiar distinction from science
;

which is, to conduct the principles

of virtue invariably to the same

end, through means or rules that

are apparently in contradiction to

them. — E.g. A statesman may
preserve the most rigid principles

of freedom, and yet direct the sus-

pension of the Habeas Corpus, its

great palladium, when circum-

stances make the rule, though op-

posite, still consistent with the prin-

ciple; or he may violate the neu-

trality of an ally, if national safety

demands the seizure of a fortress

or a fleet.

At the present awful crisis, I am
very apprehensive if the democra-

tic branch of the constitution was
rendered more numerous or more
independent by reform, the coun-

try would enjoy less liberty and
less foreign security : opinion would
fluctuate in the House of Commons
so frequently, that no minister,

without risking an impeachment,

would dare to save his country by
any bold cnterprize of personal re-

sponsibility, and the country would
be alternately endangered by men
without sense, and by *********
******** without principle, who
would dupe the people, and betray

them by their own passions, in a

cry of—no taxes—no influence—no

wars—no slavery—till at last, with-

out order, without energy, without

government, the tyrant would in-

vade and conquer them, and trans-

port them, as he has declared, to

the coast of Africa, in order to peo-

ple this country with obedient con-

tinental slaves. America would fall

in consequence, and its sovereign

people would be sent to join their

English progenitors, and to bewail,

in mutual recrimination, their be-

stial policy, in spite of the example
of destructive jealousy of all the

other subjugated nations that quar-

relled for the dirty interests of com-
merce, while the arch enemy of

mankind was endeavouring and in-

tending their total extirpation, both

national and individual, from the

face of the earth.

SCir.NCE

gives to the mind thatinflexible ha-

bit of dogma that fixes rules as per-

manent as principles, and the nee-

dle of judgment has no power to

oscilate on the index of technical

intellect, the conciliation of oppo-

site rules to opposite principles
;

and if danger or safety should bring

the needle of judgment to shake,

conscience takes refuge in the most

drivelling ideotism, as was instanced

upon the Copenhagen question,

when papers were demanded to

prove the intentions of Denmark,

instead of the expediency of the

measure, which directs all the plans

of the continental tyrant.

SENSE.

I must again cite the scientific

argumentation of the Edinburgh re-

viewers as paragons of the technical

intellect of science, but tyros in es-

sential intellect or sense. In their

criticism on Mr. Leckie, they say

it is necessary to discover some re-

gular force or fixed institutions of

policy, that may prevent the aris-

tocratic branch of the constitution

preponderating over the popular

branch of the House of Commons.
This single instance of scientific

dogma discovers at one view the true
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nature of sense, as di til rerilllieut In-.

from ici< n< We obsei i e here,

thai the ret wen tn •' 'l" 1 moral

science of policy w i I :>ll thf I

ft< tn 11 1 1 tin.

and demand, in moral evident

fij -.i and ipecific qunlit v and i

titj . which i^ co itr tv i<» iti nature.

The problem -
i e lo

preserve the equilibre of constitu-

tional sj stem, must ba^ e its solu-

(ion in (!•'• Dud sense of the nation

to form such institutions of policy

as may tend to the improvement

of intellectual power in sense, as

distinguished from science, with

which lo computi the probable

quantity and quality of action and

re-action <>f the different branches

of civil power, to preserve the near-

est and more durable equilibre of

constitutional system, and guard it,

as much ;i> possible, from contin-

no l iu luif expediency, or th<

pi it iou • • ill "t i million "i t \ rants.

the • " i
'

"i one arch Ij rant, tin*

people are totally depi ii ed oi

cial -' ' ot i i intern < and the < »m-
parison of sense makes the old bat"

* 1 1 * - of France, the inquisition of

Sp tin, and the - n <>f

the north, a blissful freedo

I wtili the military despotism

"i revolutionary France. v>

then must be the present inestima-

ble condition of England, where, if

a prince's mistress should advance
a single individual by intrigue, the

whole country rise in mass to cure

the evil, even atthe risk ofdestroying

ihcir happy system of government

;

u liilf.inall foreign countries, justice,

law, power, are all administered by

th • favour of women ! O ! Britons !

Britons ! you want nothing l>nt sense

gency, through the most powerful to teach you to estimate and

and supreme agency of sense, in

the unconstituted mass, or, what i>

called, the \ eomanry of the nation
;

and it is highly probable, that ii a

greater proportion of this mass was

added to the constituted and po-

pular branch of government, the

people would have less liberty and

security, as the experience of all

ancient anil modern republics at-

test, from Athens to the United States

pare your invaluable constitution,

,
and to coned its partial evils with

temperate remedies of sense and
virtue : and if you lose, Of d

possess these qualities, it i- of little

consequence what form of govern-

ment controu!- <>r B herd

of human beasts.

The following appears to mo an

irrefutable axiom of constitutional

policy in Europe, where the

of America; and while the uncon- pulation is placed in a confined ter-

stituted yeomanry have sense and '

ritory, vis. that property must con-

virtue, their remonstrances in conn- stitute the basis oflegislative power,

iv meetings cannot fail to effect

every purpose ne< essary to the pro-

sperity of the state : ;is the peace

with America, the rejection of Mr.

Fox's India bill, and many other

similar occurrences, verify, beyond

all possible doubt, or necessity ol

elucidation.

and intelligence the basis of su-

preme directive power in the

inanry ; and whatever may be the

oppression or Bufferings of the un-

informed mass of the people, which

the energy of all such ition

will tend to produce in the ratio of

unprovability, it becomes the uni-

Inthe present tremendous state of venal interest of all mankind to ,

-
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plaud and support it; because it

must generate thought, sympathy,
and sense, to develope the perfcc-

tuability of human nature into uni-

versal good, in time and futurity
;

of -which England has furnished an
unique and illustrious example, in

its fraternal societies, its colonies,

and the philosophy of sense, as ex-
hibited in this intellectual compass,

and the opits maximum, its origin.

Sense exhibits, not an accurate
or fixed, but only a probable and
computable, tariff of good and evil,

in all the concerns of life ; which
prevents man, with a subtle and
discerning comparison, from for-

feiting a valuable friendship for a

momentary offence ; a valuable mas-
tership or servitude for capricious

anger
; or a valuable system of go-

vernment for administrative error.

Sense teaches him to correct all

evils, by remedies commensurate
with their magnitude, not to en-

danger life for the cure of a tooth-

ache, or risk a revolution in a state

of great, comparative national or

individual happiness, to remove
some little inconvenienee which at-

taches to, and may be as necessary

lo preserve the welfare of the body
politic, as troublesome and offen-

sive excrement is indispensible to

jealth of the human body.

SCIENCE.

Argumentation, which forms the

processor physical science, carries

in its easy comparisons specific,

fixed, and gross differences, which
require no very delicate or subtle tact

of sense, to estimate their degrees
of preponderance' and proportions

of difference to each other; and this

process of scientific argumentation

generates such powerful habitudes

of dogmatic decision, that disqua-

lifies the mind from calculating

those nice and doubtful or probable

equations of the moral science, and

to acquire that oscillation of the

needle of judgment under the influ-

ence of moral evidence, to approx-

imate the polarity of truth, which

guides to thought and action with

the same utility, but incertitude of

decision, as the doubtful longitude

guides the mariner to his harbour.

Science, with its dogmatic habi-

tudes of definite quality and abso-

lute decision, has reduced the hu-

man mind to a complete state of im-

becility, terminating in insanity.

The man of science demands a

mathematical demonstration of his

own existence, and not finding if,

he declares with Berkley, avows and
determines, there is no existence of

matter, but only of power or mind,

which he calls spirit or action, with-

out any body to support it (a down-
right contradiction in sense), found-

ed on the futile argument, that our

sensations do not resemble the action

of objects ; without considering that

the sense of sight is nothing but a

conformity of internal consciousness

to external matter, in its mode,
colour, action, &c. &c.

In metaphysics the scientific man
demands a proof of the freedom of

his will, and refuses the evidence of

that consciousness on which he ad-

mits the existence of mind.

In theological mj-st cries, or use-

fid phantasms, he takes words for

ideas, and reasons them with ana-

logies, that are void of all simili-

tude of cause and effect. He ar-

gues, that as intellect makes a watch,

it must also make a tree, an animal,

or a world ; which effects, the one

of mechanism, the other of germi-

aation, havinir no possible relation
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similitude, 111. -ii I 1USC1 RAttSt have

ilio same remote differences an I

thus ooafonnding all the discipline

of sense in the dogma of m

be ini itea li i^ fellow-being t" the

studj of mind j and won lers at iti

universal abandonment, whileheex-

hibits in hii own example the i< m-

ble result of the meal consammate

and incurable folly and insanity.

Man, in liis wars, diseases, i

ignorance, discord, and disorgani-

sation, wanting the use ofhia under-

standing in sense, seems precisely in

the predicament of the fish (sup-

posing instinct could be guiltj ct

the lollies of reason) lliat might have

no knowledge of the use of their

fins : they would run against on ©an-

other, rise in the air, sink in the

mud ; incapable of seising food, or

executingtheir instincts,they would

live, like man, through painful ex-

istence, and dissolve into premature

dissolution ;
and as that would be

called the first fish that should dis-

cover the use of the fins, so he will

be the first man -who shall discover

the proper useof the understanding.

The most prominent and infallible

distinction of sense from science.

\sE

diversifies, and even places in

contradiction, the double scale of

truth in theory and practice, mak-
ing that which is true in theory,

false in practice : as when exercise,

so beneficial to health, is recom-
mended to a person in an exhaust-

ed stale ol' sickness
; or a system of

liberty to a nation in a deplorable

state of ignorance and superstition :

and the most exquisite tact of dis-

cernment is required to find the

point of coincidence between theory

and practice, or that golden mean
of truth, beyond, ors! ioit ofwhich,

lie eir.>r and falaheod, the

}>u>/( linn till i <i i't i

uin.

Unites and id'-nt ificj . i i

the same proposition, the truth «>f

theory, and lli.it of
|

arid

h;is no difficult compromise "i i<
-

conciliation la be*

tween the practic il
|

Llicif

theoretic result ; a bit !i pro e > off

learning, 01

without the aid ofanj i

of discernment, <>r even i

;

of any other faculty than no-

alone.

si

resembles the exquisite f id of Use

spider, feeling through all the lines

of its web, as sense the complicate

and multiplied relations of the mo-

ral science, Comparing them v.illi

competent distinction of character,

and useful computation oi

of probability, instead of absolute

conclusion, which belongs to and

characterizes physical science.

resembles the gros the me-
chanic's hand, that mens I iple

objects by \ ird and ml Din-

pares or reasons them on fixed defi-

nition and positive conclusion ; and

by such habitudes ofjudginggi

and fixed, and simple difl

the mind is disqualified for the

doubtful ratiocination and delicate

tact of sense in the moral sciei

Paradigm of the rati i of

sense, according to the discipline

of the compass, upon the question

of the tuna .or uni-

v< r>al good.

The first action of the process of

disciplined r

the setting vt the I

i i hat all its traversi s,
|
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and card, are free from all exter-

nal contact arid influence, as thought

is free from every impulse of the

will, leaving the needle judgment

oscillating-

, under the influence of

evidence alone, towards the pola-

rity of moral truth, considering

moral propositions with all (he im-

partiality of physical propositions.

We must observe, that the needle

ofjudgment has no operation what-

ever over two quarters of the com-

pass marked by the cardinal classes

of thought, called conjecture and

phantasm : which shews that the

powers of ratiocination are limited

to ideas and sentiments; that is, the

observation ofpositive facts and their

projected improved ability on the

scale of experience, beyond which

human conduct has no guide, and

no intelligible interest.

The intellectual compass being

thus preparatorily set, the facul-

ties commence their operation, to

develope the question. Sensation,

screwed up to its highest degree of

tensity by profound, wide, and

original exercise of thought, ena-

bles the faculty of perception to

give as clear a distinction of cha-

racter to moral ideas, as will enable

judgment to compare, meditative

memory to recollect, and hold in

one view, imagination to invent, re-

flection to multiply, and reason to

calculate their preponderancy of

probabilities ; and to decide upon

the index of sense the least possi-

ble declension of theneedle ofjudg-

ment from the polarity of moral

truth, and to determine in thought

and language, that the idea or ob-

ject of sensation called existing sum-

mum bonuni) imports the highest

comparative degree ofpersonal free-

dom, property, sense, and safety, ac-

companied with a joyful expectancy

and gradual efforts of their improv-

abdity in future, and that such is

the condition of an English subject

or citizen under the British practi-

cal constitution.

We next project this idea into its

second class of thought, called sen-

timent, and carrying it on to the

highest climax of experience, we
discover the ultimate theory of per-

fectuability in the organism of the

energy of the whole human species

into one society, placing the high-

est interest of self in its universal

relation to the species and all sensi r

tivc life ; because self would there-

by increase its will, its intellect, its

powers, and its good, in the ratio

of united numbers, whose organism

should be to supersede the indivi-

dual will by that of a family of

one hundred associates, this by a

community of thousands, this again

by an assembly of 100,000 ofthou-

sands, that by a nation, and this by

a union of all nations or world, as

the unitary head to regulate the

system.

This ultimate theory, to suit with

human action, as guided by human
intellect, must be brought to the

test of practical experience in fra-

ternal societies and colonies, to try

every experiment of social institu-

tions, graduating human perfectua-

bility to the predicament of human
intellect and human life, improving

through sense and the study ofman
and nature, and producing the prac-

tical summum bunum united or qua-

lified with the rational expectancy

and temperate eifor! of fuiure per-

fcctuability ; and this theory, tem-

pered with practics, forms the se-

cond class of thought, called im-

provable sentiment of the summum
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bonum, as the ultimate guide of

human conduct.

The law s of sensation develope

fully (In- nature of human conduct

to effect human bappinei throujj h

(he virtues of sympathy, thought,

fortitude, ami wisdom. If we wish

to be lice, we imisi communicate

and participate freedom with our

fellow sensitive beings; if up want

personal secui it v, we must do the

same ; if we want moral or pbysi-

cal powers, we can increase them

onlybj :i union of the species; and

If we desire perfectuability, we
must have the \ irtue of fortitude to

change our habitudes of locality,

custom, and education, into im-

provable systems.

The physical laws of nature offer

strong auxiliary influence to sup-

port the mora] laws of sensation in

the science of animal chemistry,

which exhibits the clear idea, or po-

sitive fact, (hat all human mailer is

constantly transmuting from a sin-

gle agency of person, into the mul-

tiplied patiency of the whole sen-

sitive system, which proves an in-

calculable retribution of all good
or evil agency of person, ami must

aid the moral laws of sensation by

exciting us to change our habitudes,

however agreeable they may have

become by usage and example
;

and in this instance, the moral and

physical laws of nature combine
and terminate the guidance and di-

rection of all human conduct.

Thought is not. however, limited

in its action or influence by die

process of the intellectual compass,

though deprived of die needle of

judgment and all the direction of

experience toguidehuman conduct.

The faculty of imagination soars

through rational analogy, and pro-

Sup. Vol. J.

yets the sentiment of the < in 'illa-

tion of atmns from tern itrial r

and s\ litems, on to the ci le 1 1 d bo-

dies and the whole universe, which

induces the mind to form

lures of universal transmutation and

circulation, from the central i

to the circumferential mo I

nature, and makes man or human
matter co-essential, co-eternal, and
co-interested, in all the pi

worlds, and and bi

the highest degree of dignity.

worth, an I energy, to intellectua-

lized atoms, at indestructible, con-

stituent paits, and CO-eCjUal With

the great « hole of matter or nature.

The last clatS of thought, called

phantasme, are treated by reason, ia

its process of the intellectual com-
pass, as die sportive recreations of

fancy, useful to promote im, Mectual

pleasure, or to become clue of

human ignorance in theological

mysteries, according to the ani-

veisal practice ot all mankind.

The intelk ctnsd compass, though
it is obliged to treat these

table and useful mysteries as phan-
tasms to reason, and compatible

only with the mysterious faculty

of faith (differing from belief, which
belongs to reason alone), said to be

a gitl of supernatural power to in-

duce man, through fear, to give his

assent to propositions ot CP
which he has no power to conceive,

because they contradict all the lawi

of intelligence. The rules oi the

compass, though it i aunot take |

ni/ance t>t" >-i;tTi mysteries, yet ar-

ranges them in inch i happy inaav-

: l :. that they may be a nseful clue

to ignorance, without b coming an

impediment to the pfOgfl and dis-

cipline of reason ; in which the au-

thor has followed the example of

3K
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Sir Isaac Newton, who declared
;

that the light ofthe fixed stars could
j

not arrive at the earth in as many
years as religious mystery announ- '

ccs (lays for their creation. He suf-

fered reason to go straight for\\;i: i

to knowledge, without any impedi-

ment by faith, and permitted not i

any reciprocal interruption between

them, by separating the two pro-

vinces of faith and reason, so that

mankind will in future be relieved

from the awful alternative of being

either fools or knaves ; that is, the

ignorant part of mankind will have

their will restrained in the exact

ratio of their imbecility, and the

thoughtful and intelligent part of

mankind will have their reason

emancipated, in proportion to its

strength, from the shackles of su-

perstitious mystery, to study and

discover those laws of nature which

can alone guide man to the summiim

honuntf or purport of his existence,

the universal good of identified self

and nature in the whole sensitive

system, in time and futurity.

When I formerly contemplated

man, deprived of all intellectual

discipline of sense, ignorant of all

his relations, personal, social, and

natural, eating, lodging, and cloth-

ing himself, into the most dreadful

chronic diseases, with no knowledge

ofremedy, and no fortitude to break

his mould of torture, the policy

that should protect, diffusing over

all the world famine, misery, ig-

norance, and slavery, I viewed his

existence as a tremendous mould of

torture, and was disposed to im-

precate the access of a comet to

swallow up the world in its vortex;

but since 1 have discovered the laws

of intellectual power in the opus

maximum ) and founded thereon the

discipline of sense, I feel the most

ineffable consolation, that I have

been able to present to mankind the

remedy for all evil, and the instru-

ment of all good, at a moment when

social life was threatened with uni-

versal barbarism, and the progress

of all intellectual power to be extin-

guished in the arduous efforts of

obtaining a mere physical existence

in the anarchy of warfare, igno-

rance, and military despotism, over

all the world, by the revolutionary

insanity of a nation, whose techni-

cal intellect of science had broken

down the factitious restraints of so-

cial order before the mind had ac- .

quired the least capacity of sense ;

and I never met with, or read of, a

man upon the whole continent of

Europe, that knew, or could sup-

port, the intellectual temperament,

of doubt that forms the eucrasis of

mind and the hinge of all sense or

wisdom. Rousseau exclaimed

—

" Le doable vie /«c," doubt kills

me ; and Le Maitre, Condorcet,Vol-

taire, and all the continental philo-

sophers demanded que/que chose

fixe ; and could never imagine that

moral truth, like maritime longi-

tude, though doubtful, afforded a

computable and efficient evidence

that led the mariner to his port, and

the moralist to utility of thought

and action, in the practice and

theroy of human life.

The beneficent intent of this in-

tellectual compass is to render the

mind a skilful instrument of sense,

instead of an over-stuffed sack of

science, to economize memory in

its most important function of me-

ditation, as a well arranged and

light repository of such select and

useful materials of knowledge, as

may direct the mind in the study

of man and nature, and apply it

to the cultivation of universal good
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to all sensitive life, In the practice

of time and the pei f < tu ibilit

futurity ; and id awful importance

is impressed upon the attention of

all mankind by an intelligent, not

m \ sterious ie> ror, "i i ii.- nnpardon-

able and tremendous multiplied suf-

ice of all human matin or na-

ture, transmuting from a single

ni \ ..i pei on, into I

w hole sj stem ot patiencj through all

sensitive life, in time and futui ity.

I
iior to set the intellectual

1 to estimate the pa-

i of the polarity of m<

truth.

Tu effect ihis purpose, we have

no oilier standard (linn the evidence

of Bense ; and as (his is liable to a

very small quantity of error in phy-

sics, but a very great quantity of

error in morals, the ignorant pari

of mankind have substituted the

fake standard of superstition, and

believe whatever is contradii

to their senses, while philosophers

have rejected all standard, and re-

fuse to acknowledge even the ex-

istence of self, unless accompanied

with mathematical demonstration :

thus the verj great majority of

mankind are become fools, and the

small remnant of learned men have

renounced their reason, and fallen

into a complete stale of insanity .

:\\u\ this at a crisis of the most aw-

ful revolution or convulsion of opi-

nions that ever iras recorded by hu-

man history.

The physical standard of truth.

though not perfect, possesses all

the competency ami efficiency of

certitude useful to human intelli-

gence. 1 may sec straight

in the water crooked ; I may feel

owe ball to be two, by having my
fingers crossed ; 1 may taste bitter

what is sweet, in a fever ; 1 c ay

f feeling in the

sometin •

sounds thai pro< eed from no i

nd ln.dii s hut i, ' .it the

dom, and I by

the other senses, or the '

Of pel I 'I . that w her

consciousoftheir (

it is a million to on uir,

whichex
'id and competent stand;;

knowledge <>r i ertitu le.

In the operations of the intei

or liis* s n • .»!' thought in

the brain, there is i ide •

!, in the

•i st lie of human ignorani

self in ii- relations to all sun i

ing nit ii . . i . and

outrageous errors, that it

the invention of a double

of theory and or iCttCC to form

rectory of reas m and action.

must lirst divest himself ofall

judices of cust >ra, educ ition, and

iiistiiici
; and Btudj ing the true

stitution ofthings in nature, be roust

then consider under what institu-

tions of social organism tl

degrees ofpleasure, pow< r. « isdom,

and happiness, would be procured

to the whole human
then participated, commiinic

and multiplied, to the individual

throughout the w !

tem, in time and futui

W hen such a theory or par

of i i n*al truth shall have been dis*

it must then be conti

to el >vat«- the practical institut

o\ society, to advance,

safe progression of irapro<

tellect, colonies and sro

towards the high

ctunbilitj .

of man from his fello

brute. Prom these sentiments re-

sults the mechanism ofmy
[

•J K 8
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regulator, which maybe defined (he

union of reflection and experience,

in the .simple maxim of, act with

maV) and think with nature ; and

that mind which possesses the great-

est quantity of disciplined intellect,

oilers the best standard of thought

and action. No man refuses con-

fidence to his lawyer, his physician,

or his artist ; and whenever the mo-
ralist shall become a real philoso-

pher, he will govern mankind with

more universal confidence than ei-

ther, because he can make his cli-

ents as wise as himself, and co-

equal judges of the moral science of

universal good, in time and futurity.

OBSERVATIONS on PAINTING
(Continuation of Letter

Mr. Editor, Feb. i4, 1809.

A painter of the fourth class has

availed himself of the advantages

of a liberal education ; is well ac-

quainted with ancient and modern

history, the poets, and many other

books, particularly the mythology

of the ancients ; also chemistry, op-

tics, perspective, modelling, and

other such arts, are familiar to him,

and a knowledge of the human

mind, its affections, &c. ; and he is in

the habit of conversing with scien-

tific men. He takes great liberties

with the productions of antiquity :

he copies their figures, coins, me-

dals, by a sort of scientific parody.

By thus introducing them into his

own performances, he obtains beau-

ty, grace, simplicity, majesty, Sec.

at an easy rate. The true elegance

that is to be found in these venera-

ble remains, has given fame to

many an artist that has copied tlieiu,

who otherwise, probably, would

never have attained it. He also

takes great liberties with the works

of the mo lerns, his predecessors, in

every department of the art, and co-

pies their manner of telling a story.

He parodies general fractures, the

harmony of Lines, length of lines,

and other arrangements from the

Italian masters ; and from Titian,

Giorgione, Tiatoret, Paul Veronese,

and DRAWING.—Br Juninus.

11. from page 353.)

Bassano, Holbein, Rubens, Rem-
brandt, and other great colourists,

he copies effects, the value of co-

lours, and other machinery, which
he introduces into his own perform-

ances, and then in a manner makes
the universe tributary, but in such

a way that the means by which he

does it not being generally known,
to many it appears entirely the ef-

fect of his own mind, unassisted

by adventitious help. As Reynolds

observes, he is always copying, al-

ways original. Many have been

kept very low in the art for want of

knowing how to study. The man
who invents only from the barren-

ness of his own mind (and every

mind unassisted is barren), com-

pared with this man of the fourth

class, is like one who has to knock

down a wall, for which he only

uses his fist, whilst the other avails

himself of sledge-hammers, pick-

other

He
done

axes, levers, cannon, and

engines fit for the purpose,

not only practices what is

by men in the three inferior classes,

but he extends these advantages,

which enable him to copy w itli

more art, delicacy, and secrecy.

He avails himself of the inventions

of inferior artists, maturing what

they have only aimed it ; and makes

sketches from almost c\cry thing he




